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Features of AutoCAD AutoCAD is a general-purpose 2D CAD (Computer Aided Design) application. It provides a range of features, and allows users to perform a variety of drawings in terms of 2D, 3D and parametric modeling. It provides geometric features to
perform creation, modification, editing, viewing, measuring, framing, and printing. It can also be used to create installation and structural drawings. It also allows the user to do 3D modeling with parametric and multibody modeling. The features provided in AutoCAD
include: Features Drawing and editing tools (geometric) Tools that can be used in 2D, 3D and parametric modeling. These tools include: Geometric tools, Presentation tools and Engineering tools Batch utility to produce reports, tables and graphs Model-driven
engineering (MDE) tool, which allows users to view models (drawn or linked) Geometric features to perform creation, modification, editing, viewing, measuring, framing, and printing Graphics tools to render and edit graphics for publication and documentation
Structural features to create, modify and frame designs Model features to create parametric models Construction features to combine models and specify foundation analysis. Drafting & Printing (DWG/DXF) DWG is the default file format for AutoCAD. DXF is a
newer file format developed specifically for mechanical parts. AutoCAD also supports import of DWG and DXF files. It also has some capabilities to read and export DWF. AutoCAD can be used to read and export DWF, DXF and DWG files. It has a lot of
import/export capabilities. DWG is the preferred file format for CAD; DXF is commonly used for mechanical drawings. All versions of AutoCAD supports AutoCAD Drawing file format (based on DWG) and AutoCAD Mechanical Drawing file format (based on
DXF). Release history of AutoCAD AutoCAD was first released in December 1982 as a desktop app running on microcomputers with internal graphics controllers. Autodesk developed AutoCAD initially for microcomputers using a proprietary hardware graphics
interface; subsequently, the company developed a personal computing environment for use with AutoCAD. Later, Autodesk developed another version of AutoCAD for use with the Apple
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User Interface: The user interface (UI) consists of various types of user interface elements. The user interface elements or tools are used for interacting with the Autodesk software or other software applications. Common user interface elements: toolbars: toolbars are
component(s) on the user interface and may contain buttons, menus, fields, etc. on the user interface, which provide access to common functionality. controls: a control is a single graphic element on the user interface that provides a visual or functional component. It
may be one of several types: a button, menu, check box, line or bar, field, dialog box, frame or icon. toolboxes: a toolbox is a palette or list of graphic elements that can be dragged and dropped onto the user interface. The toolboxes are used to organize the user interface
elements. The common use of a toolbox is to organize the user interface elements into groups. window: the window is a toolbox or palette of graphic elements and is intended to be used to view information or draw information. Programming interface AutoLISP
AutoLISP is an API and programming language that provides a user-friendly way to program using dynamic object-oriented features. The object-oriented programming features allow the developers to program data manipulation using objects, which then provide a
separate structure for the data elements. Therefore, the application and data reside in separate memory, which allows the data to be accessible only when needed, thereby providing very fast and efficient operation. Visual LISP The Visual LISP programming language
provides a similar approach to programming as AutoLISP, which is similar to the concept of object-oriented programming. However, the Visual LISP programming language allows the programmer to program visually, which reduces the learning curve. Add-ons
Autodesk Exchange Apps The Exchange Apps Add-ons program was a program designed to make it easier for developers to create custom applications that can run inside the Autodesk product Autodesk Exchange, Autodesk Fusion 360, Autodesk Fusion Architect,
Autodesk Revit and Autodesk Revit Architecture. The Exchange Apps program is an open program. The program provides a code library, API, programming language and tools that allow software developers to create custom components and extensions that can be
added to the product. See also List of 3D CAD software Comparison of CAD editors for autocad List of a1d647c40b
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## RELEASE 0.4

What's New in the?

Remove constraint errors in your drawings when you update or recreate your models. Insert multiple objects, including images, into a single model without using “hiding” or “mirroring.” Integrated Freehand editing: Modify and delete objects directly from the toolbox or
within other editable objects. You can use reference geometry and snap to it. Add 2D annotations for your objects. Easily export an object’s bounding box (on screen or in PDF format). Use the whole toolbox for drawing by selecting objects from within them. Using
object type: Click on a type in the toolbox, and you can see a count of how many instances of that type are currently active. In the customizable task bar on the right, you can add new tools with a single click. Ability to display and edit the mesh of a CAD surface, view
active drawing elements, and create new surfaces in an interactive 3D context. Edit the appearance of a design surface using the watermark, pattern, and gradient tools. Add easily visible, editable, and selectable guides in any design view and on any design surface. View
the user interface in color, and change the background color of all CAD applications. In the system tray, show a program icon to see all your CAD applications at once. In model space, select an object to display a bounding box in the 3D viewport. Select an entire model
or single objects in your drawing to create a new 3D view. In the task bar, remove the extraneous CAD applications to free up space. New and improved, 3D-capable Paper Space Scale, position, rotate and transform any object using a drawing within 3D Paper Space. In
3D Paper Space, use “Snap to paper” for a more accurate placement of an object. Snap objects to a curved surface using a spline. Snap and track in 3D Paper Space. Display the movement of an object as an animation. Paint in 3D Paper Space. Batch-edit the color of
multiple objects. Create new shapes in 3D Paper Space with one-click. Draw in 3D
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